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*p. Who must shoulder most of the cost of solving the acid rain problem? 
(Canada/U.S.) Is Canada doing  ils part? Is it being fair in criticizing cithers? 
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4. To what extent do you believe this probiern can be solved based on a strong 
relationship between Prime Minister Mulroney and President Reagan? Do you think 
each of them cares enough about this issue? 

F. Investment in Space 

J.  Have you heard that the U.S. is looking for other countries to participate in the 
space program by investing in the develOprnent of a research station in space? 
What is your general impression of the need for this kind of program? What are 
the benefits? Do they outweigh the costs? 

2. Should Canada .get involved in the program? Why./why not? Will other countries 
get involved? Why/why not? ls there a danger of fa-  fling behind other countries 
in terms of tethnotogical development? How would our investment or [ad( of 
investment affect Canada—U,S. relations? 

G. Conclusion 

1. Ta  what extent do you feel Canada/U S. differences need to be solved by 
governments rather than by the companies and individuals involved? 

2. II/Where governments heed tO deal with issues, how important is it that the two 
leaders are friendlyffirrn in their dealings? How.much of each ingredient do you 
think should be applied now? How much of each do you feel is being aOPlied rien 

w? 

3. Do you think American governments have tended to look.at Canada more as .an 
argumentative neighbour or as a good and steady friend Yyno doesn't back down on 
its principles and won't surrender its rights? 1-lovv should .this be altered? 

4. Cari  we afford to be [ass defensive in our deadrigs with the Americans? How rnight 
the President respond? Can he deliver real benefits to Canada? 
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